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When possible, it’s best if everyone brings their own stuff, like they did back in the OLD days. The 
next best thing, is to host the event in a location that has a kitchen with plates, eating utensils, serving 
pieces, water/wine glasses, etc. AND a dishwasher or adequate sinks for volunteers to use. If you have 
to borrow plates, eating utensils, etc. the form below can help you get organized.

Date, time, location of event

Number of people you will be feeding

What type event

Set Up date and time

Clean Up time, day of event

Clean up time if cleaning needs to continue AFTER event

Date items are to be returned

Who will be returning what to whom

What is the menu, so you’ll know what serving pieces, etc. will be needed

Which items? How many? Other notes
Plates

Napkins

Forks

Knives

Spoons

Water glasses

Wine glasses
Water pitchers or water jug
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Which items? How many? Other notes

Coffee cups

Used napkin basket

Compost bucket

Who will take the compost after the event?

Utensil soak jar or jars

Bus tubs needed for which items?

Which signs are needed for bus tubs?

Who will wash?

When and where will dish washing take place?

NOTES
I keep cloth napkins in zip lock bags, ten to a bag.  If you only take out what you need, you won’t 
waste water, energy, or time washing stuff that did not get used.

If food is served prior to the event, will the clean up crew be allowed to clean up while the event is
going on? Use soaker jar for eating utensils so food doesn’t dry and stick on them. Same for 
dishes if they aren’t going to be washed soon after eating. 

When it’s time to take dishes to the kitchen you can move them to an empty tub, so you aren’t sloshing 
water all over the place.

Please Do Not use bus tubs for Clean items. Bus tubs are for dirty dishes only. Clean stuff goes 
back into the containers in which they arrived. That’s a restaurant rule.

Please wipe off the bus tub signs after use if there is food debris on them. 

Who will wipe off tables and sweep floors? 

Thank you for putting your commitment to Ma Earth and 
future generations above, convenience. 

Imagine a world in which everyone left all the places where we
worked, worshipped, slept, played and studied 

nicer than we found them.
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